1973 Spaceport News Summary
From The January 11, 1973, Spaceport News
The lead article is “Skylab-2 Space Vehicle Moved To Pad B”. In part, the article reads
“With Project Apollo and its epic lunar exploration missions safely in the history books,
KSC’s main effort is being directed toward the Skylab Program and the nation’s first
space station… …Launch preparations received additional impetus Tuesday when the
first Skylab space vehicle-a Saturn 1B with a “boiler plate” spacecraft-was moved from
its high bay in the Vehicle Assembly Building to Pad B, eight kilometers (five miles) to
the northeast…
…The Skylab program marks the first time that a Saturn 1B has been launched from
Complex 39 and the space vehicle will remain at the pad for approximately three weeks
for fits checks and fueling tests. Pad B has been used once before-this was for the
Apollo 10 launch in May 1969…
…The space vehicle will be returned to the VAB in late January for removal of the
"boilerplate" spacecraft and mating of the flight spacecraft… …The Apollo spacecraft to
be used in the first manned visit to Skylab is now in an altitude chamber in the Manned
Spacecraft Operations Building undergoing preparations for unmanned and manned
altitude runs in mid-January.”
The caption for the photo on the following page is “SKYLAB-2 space vehicle with
“boilerplate” spacecraft, was moved from the VAB to Pad B Tuesday. Community
leaders, space officials and dependents of KSC Government and contractor employees
watched the rollout from a viewing site northeast of the VAB. Deputy Director Miles
Ross addressed the group and introduced William Schneider, Skylab Program Director,
who was at KSC for the rollout.”
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Also on page 1; “NASA Announces ’73 Program Reductions”. Part of the article reads
“NASA is starting now to make a number of program reductions to adjust its activities in
space and aeronautics to a lower spending level. These reductions are necessary as
part of all the actions required to reduce total Government spending to the $250 billion
target set by the President for fiscal year 1973…”
The federal budget for fiscal year 2019 was approximately $4.4 trillion.

The following is on page 3; “Photo Highlights of Apollo 17 Mission”. A couple of the
photos follow.

“LUNAR LANDSCAPE in the Station 4 area. Harrison Schmitt works near the Lunar Roving
Vehicle. The peak m the center background is Family Mountain.”
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“MAKESHIFT REPAIRS on the LRV were made by Eugene Cernan and Harrison Schmitt.
Lunar maps and clamps from a telescope lamp were used to repair the fender.”

From The January 25, 1973, Spaceport News
On the first page, “Skylab 1 & 2 Schedules Delayed”. In part, the article reads “The
launch of the Skylab orbital workshop has been rescheduled from April 30, 1973, until
some time in May… …The Saturn 1B launch vehicle is now at Complex 39’s Pad B
undergoing fit and tanking tests and is scheduled to be returned to the Vehicle
Assembly Building on January 31 for removal of the “boilerplate” spacecraft and mating
of the command/service module to be used for the flight…”

“Skylab 2 space vehicle is on Pad B as Mobile Service Structure is moved to the pad. The move
occurred January 11.” This was the first time a Saturn 1B was tanked at LC39 and on the
milkstool. Previous Saturn 1B launches had been off LC34 and LC37.
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This photo is on page 8.

“SLIDEWIRE assembly was attached to Mobile Launcher 1 at Pad B last week. Bendix
technicians are shown near cab following test run from 320-foot level. Skylab 2 space
vehicle on Mobile Launcher and Mobile Service Structure are in background.”

From The February 4, 1973, Spaceport News
On page 8, “Skylab 1,2 Preparation Proceeding”. In part, the article reads “Skylabs 1
and 2 passed major milestones last week as preparations continued at KSC for May
launches of the two space vehicles. Skylab 2 was returned to High Bay 1 of the VAB
last Friday after successful completion of a series of pad compatibility tests and a
fueling test…
…Skylab 2 is scheduled to 'be returned to Pad B on February 26… …Complex 39's
mobile service structure will be used primarily with Skylab 2's CSM at Pad B, but it will
also be moved to Pad A for inspection of the Saturn V's second stage insulation
following the wet (fueled) countdown demonstration test…
…Skylab 2 is scheduled for launch 23-1/2 hours after the Skylab 1 launch.
The caption for the photo on the following page is as follows: “APOLLO TELESCOPE
MOUNT for the Skylab orbital workshop was moved from the Manned Spacecraft
Operations Building to the VAB and mated with the space station on January 30…
…The Skylab 2 Apollo command/service module is in the background…”
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Also in this issue, “Stafford, Brand, Slayton Are ASTP Crew”. A portion of the article
reads “Selection of Thomas P. Stafford, Vance D. Brand and Donald K. Slayton as the
crew for the 1975 Apollo-Soyuz Test Project was announced by NASA last week.
Backup crewmen are Alan L. Bean, Ronald E. Evans and Jack R. Lousma…”
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From The February 22, 1973, Spaceport News
On the first page, “Apollo 17 Crew Revisits Spaceport”. A portion of the article reads
“We stood on the shoulders of giants as we shot for the stars,” Apollo 17 commander
Eugene Cernan told 5,000 assembled in the VAB transfer aisle Tuesday to welcome the
crew on its return to the launch site…
... Launch Operations Director Walter J. Kapryan presented mementos of the occasion
to each crew member-color photographs of the successful launch. An American flag, an
Apollo 17 patch that were carried on the Moon, a photograph of the American flag on
the lunar surface and a replica of a plaque on the lunar module that was unveilled by
Cernan on the Moon's surface were presented to Dr. Debus, who accepted”

“APOLLO 17 Lunar Module Pilot Dr. Harrison Schmitt, at microphone, prepares to present
replica of plaque unveilled on the lunar surface. Others, left to right, are Apollo 17 Commander
Eugene Cernan, Command Module Pilot Ronald Evans, KSC Director Dr. L. Debus… …and
Launch Operations Director Walter J. Kapryan…”

The following photo is also included, with the caption “KSC DIRECTOR DR. KURT H.
DEBUS, right, explains the Skylab and Shuttle mission to Senator Frank E. Moss…
…as NASA Administrator Dr. James C. Fletcher, left, looks on. Senator Moss visited the
Spaceport February 9 for briefings on NASA and KSC programs and to observe Skylab
launch preparations.”
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This article is also in the issue, “Outlines Actions After On-Job Injury or Illness”. Bits of
the article read “A man stricken with a heart attack lies on the ground. "Can I help him?"
you wonder. "Maybe if I prop up his head… "Stop! Think! Then call for help from the
persons who really can help, warns Industrial Nurse Mrs. Bernice Alexander, or you
may do more damage than good…
…Mrs. Alexander, who is day shift Staff Nurse for Pan American at the VAB
Dispensary, cites several recent events when persons tried to help at the scene of an
emergency. They not only failed to achieve their goal but created problems for
professional emergency personnel reporting to the scene… …Mrs. Alexander appealed
to all would be good Samaritans to leave a badly injured or very ill person where he or
she is and call for professional help unless the person helping is qualified and
knowledgeable and the situation is extremely hazardous at that moment…
…Odd accidents occasionally occur. Recently, a man entered the dispensary with a
paper clip stuck in his ear. Another person actually punctured his eardrum with such a
clip, thus a warning from Mrs. Alexander to keep such items away from the face…”
The caption for the following photo is “BERNIECE ALEXANDER, Pan Am staff nurse in
the VAB Dispensary, displays medical equipment that is kept on stretcher for immediate
treatment of on-the-job illness or accident victims.”
Was the VAB Dispensary on the 1st floor of E Tower? Does anyone know?
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From The March 8, 1973, Spaceport News
In this issue, on the 1st page, “Kapryan: “We’re On Milestone Launch Preparation
Schedule”. Part of the article states “An Office of Manned Space Flight Review of
Skylab-1 and Skylab-2 Mission Rules was conducted on Tuesday as preparations
proceeded for the dual launches scheduled for May… …The Skylab-1 Orbital Workshop
remains in the Vehicle Assembly Building where a Cluster Integrated Systems Test was
successfully completed in late February… …The Skylab-2 Saturn IE/ Apollo was moved
to Complex 39's Pad B on February 26 for launch preparations.”
On page 4, “KSC Rabbit Prefers Bread, Doughnuts”. The article reads “A rabbit that
doesn't like lettuce? This one hates it, but he loves… …cornbread, which he receives
daily from employees who feed him at lunchtime. After some coaxing, he'll emerge from
his warren in front of the headquarters building and devour almost any offering.
However... …he prefers Kosher Rye bread over white, and doughnuts over crackers.
Although he's leveled the grass area around the bushes he hides in, he'll refuse a piece
of lettuce every time.
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Also in this issue, there is a questionnaire for readers, part of which is below:

From The March 22, 1973, Spaceport News
In this edition, the lead article is “Shall We Kill The News”. In part, the article reads
“…The News has been published since December 13, 1962. Its purpose was and is to
keep the Center’s people informed about current and future activities of general
interest… …With that in mind, a questionnaire was published in the March 8 th issue. We
asked you to tell us what you wanted to read…
…About 50 readers responded-we heard nothing from the other 14,400 men and
women employed here… …The range of opinion was extreme. One respondent told us
to “eliminate the News.” Several said “it’s an excellent paper.”… …There was strong
opinion against the coverage of NASA employee awards. We heard you loud and clear.
We will reduce that coverage. Those who took the trouble to answer said they'd like
more technical articles, less family news, more coverage of other NASA Centers, space
spinoffs, benefits accruing to the public from space technology, and the future of
space…”
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Of note, the Spaceport News evolved into the Spaceport Magazine in April 2014. The
following is in the first issue of the Spaceport Magazine.

The final issue of the Spaceport Magazine was the January/February 2020 issue.
These words are in the final issue, on page 3:
“This is the final issue of the center’s Spaceport Magazine. You can still get news and
updates about the space center’s activities and accomplishments.
Follow us on the web at www.nasa.gov/kennedy
Check out the Kennedy blog at https://blogs.nasa.gov/kennedy
Follow us on twitter @NASAKennedy
or on Facebook at www.facebook.com/nasakennedy.”
Spaceport News and Spaceport Magazine issues are available at
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy/spaceport-magazine.html. Also of note, the
“Spaceport News Needs Your Views” questionnaire from the March 8, 1973, issue was
repeated in the March 22, 1973, issue of the Spaceport News.
Also on the 1st page, “Pioneer, Telesat, Intelsat Launches on April Schedule”. Part of
the article reads “For the first time since August of 1969 KSC has three unmanned
vehicles scheduled for liftoff within a single month. The Unmanned Launch Operations
Directorate (ULO) plans to launch Pioneer G April 5, Telesat B April 19, and the sixth
Intelsat IV April 26… …All launches are from the Eastern Test Range. The Pioneer G
spacecraft (to become Pioneer 11 after a successful launch) can be launched on
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several successive days after April 5… …Pioneer will be the second flight of a
spacecraft to Jupiter… …Pioneer 10, will perform a flyby of Jupiter in December 1973.”

“SECOND JUPITER Pioneer is scheduled for launch April 5. Spacecraft was moved to Complex
36 and mated on Wednesday.”

And on page 2, “Blind FEC Employee Hitchhikes To Work”. Portions of the article read
“Many people if blind and with no means of transportation in a "busless" community
would be content to stay home and live on the charity of our society. Not so with LeRoy
Sparks, Page Operator at Launch Complex 39 at the Nation's Spaceport…
…Sparks has been working for the past five years in the Voice Systems Operations of
Federal Electric Corporation's Communications Dept. headquartered in the Launch
Control Center. His deep pleasant voice reaches all facilities at the sprawling launch
complex from his paging console….
…Sparks lives alone on Tropical Trail, Merritt Island, about 20 miles from his job. Daily
he hitchhikes to and from work for his second shift 3:30 p.m. to midnight work stint.
When asked about hitching a ride home at midnight, he simply said he tries standing at
the gate for a while, then goes out on the road and he never seems to have much
trouble getting home… ‘

”AT HIS CONSOLE in Complex 39…. …is
Leroy Sparks… …the second shift page for Complex 39.”
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This is on page 4, “Photos Tell Story of Skylab 1, 2 Preparations”. A couple of photos, from
several in the issue, are below.

“ONE OF SKYLAB l's solar cell arrays was installed on the orbital space station, foreground, in
the VAB's High Bay 2 on November 16, 1972… … The Skylab 2 space vehicle, also in
preparation in the VAB at that time, is visible across the transfer aisle in High Bay 1.”

The above photo is really neat, showing two different Saturn vehicles in the VAB at the
same time, the Skylab 1 Saturn V in HB2 and the Skylab 2 Saturn 1B in HB1. The only
other time that has occurred, two different vehicles in the building at the same time, is
when Ares 1-X was in VAB HB3 and STS-129 was in VAB HB1.

“SKYLAB 2… …was returned to Pad B on February 26.”
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From The April 5, 1973, Spaceport News
In this issue, on the first page.

This photo is on page 3.

“SATURN IB first stage (S-IB 207) for Skylab 3 was aboard barge Orion as it moved through the
Canaveral lock last Thursday enroute to Complex 39. The Transportation Section's Richard
Babcock coordmates marine movement of space vehicle components at KSC.”
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Also in this issue.
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From The April 19, 1973, Spaceport News
In this edition, on the first page, “Skylab 1 Moved To Pad Monday; CDDT To Start Next
Thursday”. Part of the article reads “Another major milestone in preparations for the
launch of the nation’s first space station was passed Monday with the successful move
of the Skylab Orbital Workshop and its Saturn V rocket to Complex 39’s Pad A… …The
successful completion of the move marks the first time that the twin pads of Complex 39
have been occupied by "live" space hardware simultaneously…
…Already in place on Pad B, one mile to the north are the Saturn IB and Apollo
spacecraft which will carry Skylab's first three man crew into orbit to occupy the space
station for up to 28 days….”

“SKYLAB 1 on transporter en route to Pad A.”

The above type photo only occurred several times, rolling out from VAB HB2 (upper
right hand side of the photo), as only Apollo 10, Apollo 13 and Skylab 1 were stacked in
that High Bay. Shuttles used High Bays 1 and 3. Bringing things up to speed, Northrop
Grumman is currently modifying MLP3 for the Omega rocket and it will be in VAB HB2,
the first such use since Apollo. Artemis/SLS uses/will use High Bays 1 and 3.
On page 2, “Each Skylab Crew Member Has Bedroom”. In part, the article reads
“…Unlike previous flights in which the crews slept in the same couches they sat in all
day, each Skylab astronaut will have his own 3 foot by 5 foot bedroom. Complete with a
tape deck, a reading light, several lockers for clothes, and a pillow, these deluxe
accommodations offer almost every earthly comfort… … Their beds are actually
cocoon-type sacks hung on the wall of their sleeping compartments….”
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On page 7, “Boeing's Barbara Stevens Is Toxic Fuel Hazard Instructor”. A portion of the
article reads “When Kennedy Space Center workers begin thejob of loading hypergolic
(self-igniting)fuels onto Skylabs 1 and 2, Barbara Stevens' instructions are one of the
things they'll have going for them. Barbara, of Boeing Training, teaches several safety
courses at KSC, to both NASA and contractor employees, including the correct handling
of toxic fuels and propellantsthatpowerspacebound vehicles…
…Barbara instructs classes on the use of gas masks, protective clothing, fire
extinguishers and escape systems. She has surveyed the Spaceport from the 320-foot
level of a mobile launcher. She has also slid down the escape chute into the Rubber
Room beneath the launch pad and ridden aboard the slide wire-carried gondola in
emergency escape practice. These exercises are required for pupils learning about
emergency escape systems at Complex 39. Hazards related to the height of a mobile
launcher and escape routes are experienced first hand…
…After work she relinquishes her role as teacher to become a student at Rollins
College where she is completing work on her Bachelors degree in Education.”

“BARBARA STEVENS demonstrates use of gas mask during a training session.”

From The May 3, 1973, Spaceport News
The lead article is “Skylab Launches On May 14, 15”. Bits of the article read “The dual
launches of Skylab 1 and 2 from KSC’s Complex 39 are scheduled on May 14 and 15,
respectively. The Countdown Demonstration Test of the two space vehicles was under
way this week with T minus zero for Skylab 1, the first U.S. manned orbiting space
station, scheduled at 1:30 p.m. EDT Wednesday, May 2 and T minus zero for Skylab 2
with a fueled Saturn 1B booster scheduled for 1:00 p.m. EDT Thursday, May 3…”
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“A KSC FIRST, with two space vehicles in simultaneous preparation for launch from Complex
39, is highlighted in this photograph. Skylab 1, atop its Saturn V launch vehicle, is in the right
foreground. Skylab 2 in the background, is hidden by the Mobile Service Structure.”

The above photo is too neat!!!!! Mind you there were two Launch Countdowns going on
simultaneously, Skylab 1 (the actual Skylab) was in Firing Room 1 and Skylab 2
(astronaut mission) was in Firing Room 2. Skylab 2 was supposed to launch 24 hours
after Skylab 1. That did not happen with the problems encountered with the actual
Skylab. Skylab 1 (LC39A) did launch on May 14, 1973, and Skylab 2 (LC39B) launched
on May 25, 1973.
Note what was Swing Arm 9 for a Saturn V configuration, was moved down the LUT, for
Skylab access, and that arm is retracted in the above photo. There is no date on the
photo. Also note the Skylab 1 flame deflector is not in the launch position, so it must be
days before launch, as this News issue is dated May 3, 1973. So the Countdown
Demonstration Tests, mentioned above, taking place in the subject Firing Rooms, were
also scheduled roughly 24 hours apart, just like the actual planned launches. Wow!!!!!
Also on page 1, “G. Merritt Preston To Retire June 30”. In part, the article reads “G.
Merritt Preston, who manages the KSC Shuttle Projects Office, will retire from
Government service after 34 years in aeronautics and space activities June 30, 1973…
Mr. Preston joined the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at Langley
Research Center in 1939… … When NACA became the nucleus for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration in 1959, Mr. Preston served as Assistant Chief of
Operations for Project Mercury and was stationed at Cape Canaveral for the Manned
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Spacecraft Center… …The late President John F. Kennedy presented NASA's
Outstanding Leadership Medal to Mr. Preston in 1963 for his work in Mercury…” Mr.
Preston served in numerous management positions during his career.

On page 5, “KSC Launch Team Is Major Factor In Skylab”. Portions of the article read
“…A foremost factor in the highly successful manned space program is the personnel
who comprise the government industry launch team… …To assure that the launch team
personnel are qualified on critical/hazardous tasks, each operator is required to cycle
through a comprehensive Certification Program with yearly updates as minimum
standards… …All launch team members are required to know explicitly the workings of
their assigned systems down through component level…”

“LAUNCH TEAM members in LCC Firing Room 3 during a recent Skylab 2 launch vehicle
tanking test. Firing Room 2, for Skylab 1, was also manned this week as simultaneous
countdowns of SL-l and SL-2 were under way during CDDT.”
In the above photo, the following who’s who is provided by Tip Talone, “Yes, that's me, Gene
Sestile (RIP), Bill Schick, and Gil Whitaker in order.” Thanks a bunch Tip!
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From the May 14, 1973, Spaceport News
On page 2, “50,000 Guests, Press At Launch”. A portion of the article reads “Press and
guests attending the dual SL-1 and SL-2 launches will swell the Center population by
approximately 50,000. More care passes, about 8,000, will have been distributed by
NASA, JSC, MSFC and KSC than for any previous launch. Some 2,000 cars, plus
buses, will line up on the north side of NASA Causeway while at the VAB Viewing Site
there will be 1,600 cars, for the first time, plus buses…”
On page 3, “Extensive Training For Skylab Crew Members”. In part, the article states
“Skylab astronauts have received training at least as intensive in some areas as that for
the Apollo lunar explorations and in other areas which conditioned them for novel
activities completely new to Earthmen… …They can bathe, ride an exercise machine,
and move around with comparative freedom in a two story living and working area…
… They will manipulate experiments, photograph Earth resources, solar phenomena,
process materials in zero gravity, prepare meals, keep house, and enjoy one day off per
week…”

“SKYLAB 2 CREW members, left to right, Charles Conrad, Dr. Joseph Kerwin and Paul Weitz at
the display console of a Skylab training module.”

This article is on page 4, “Skylab Menu Includes Frozen, Canned Foods”. Bits of the
article read “The Skylab menu includes lobster, asparagus, prime ribs, shrimp, salmon
and veal… …The meals on Skylab are more palatable than those of previous manned
programs due primarily to advancements in technology which allow the inclusion of
frozen and canned foods. The five freezers and 11 food lockers brim with more than
2,000 pounds of food and accessories for all three manned visits to the 100-ton space
station…
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…Stowage of the Skylab food supply was completed early in April before Skylab and its
two-stage Saturn V rocket were moved to Complex 39's Pad A. More than 70 food items
are on the Skylab menu, all test tasted by crew members… …Skylab food was
designed to meet these criteria: Food must be familiar and portions are processed to be
prepared, served and eaten in a familiar manner. Prepared foods must also be
satisfactory in regard to taste, aroma, shape, color, texture and temperature…”

“SKYLAB 2 COMMANDER Charles Conrad prepares a meal in the wardroom of the Orbital
Workshop Trainer.”

From The May 31, 1973, Spaceport News
The headline is “Crew Installs Parasol, Saves Mission”. In part, the article reads
“…Liftoff of Skylab 1 with the nation’s first manned space station came right on
schedule at 1:30 p.m. EDT May 14 but within minutes it became apparent Skylab was in
trouble. And then two weeks that would follow before Skylab 2 with its three-man crew
was launched at 9 a.m. EDT Friday, May 25, took on some of the cliffhanger aspects of
the Perils of Pauline and the U.S. Cavalry riding to the rescue...
… "At approximately 63 seconds into the launch of Skylab 1 there was an indication of
premature deployment of the meteoroid protective shield.... If that had happened, the
shield would almost probably have been torn off in some manner. The shield does not
appear to be on at this time.... The thermal indications are that it is gone.... and we have
some indication that our solar array on the workshop also did not fully deploy." He noted
that failure of the solar panels to deploy cut electrical power output by roughly onehalf…
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…The Skylab 2 countdown leading to a liftoff of the manned Saturn
IB/command/service module at 1 p.m. May 15 was still in process but the count was
halted… …The Skylab 2 countdown was resumed at 5:30 a.m. May 24 at KSC… …The
Marshall twin pole device was on hand at KSC as the count began but the “parasol” and
“SEVA” sail being developed by the Johnson Space Center were not delivered until late
the night before launch… …Skylab 2 launch came right on schedule at 9 a.m. May 25
and the crew achieved rendezvous with the workshop on schedule in late afternoon…
…The "parasol" was deployed through the Workshop's scientific airlock on the following
day and the temperature inside began a steady drop toward planned operating
temperatures… …The value of the human element in space had once again been
proven.”

From The June 24, 1973, Spaceport News
The headline article is “Spacewalk Successful, SL-3 Readied'”. In part, the article reads
“The Skylab 2 mission this week was operating on close to a normal schedule after a
jammed solar array wing of the Skylab space station was freed by astronauts Charles
Conrad and Joseph Kerwin during a spacewalk late last week… …After considerable
difficulty, Kerwin was able to cut the metal which had jammed the solar wing in a folded
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position. Conrad, using a rope sling, then forced the wing beam to deploy. Full
extension of the solar panels occurred later…
…Right on schedule, the Skylab 3 launch vehicle rolled from the VAB at 7 a.m. Monday
morning, on the first leg of its journey to a launch date no earlier than July 27…

“ROLLOUT OF SL-3”

Also on this issue, “Crack Army Medic Team Ready at Skylab Launches”. A portion of
the article reads “That's a crack Army medic team. With their know-how, those two jetpropelled helicopters and help from out KSC Occupational Health people, they could
spell the difference between life and death to a visitor here for a Skylab launch.
…In the past, ground ambulances occasionally have not been able to transport critically
ill persons to hospitals in the KSC area during such periods because of heavy traffic
jams. Once, an open bridge prevented completion of such a trip for an uncomfortable
period of time… … The helicopter can make such a trip at almost any time and take a
minimum period of time to complete the exercise. Its three-man crews are trained in
such work. They, in turn, have trained KSC Occupational Health personnel in the
special procedures necessary should they be called upon to assist…”
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“KSC Occupational Health personnel train in the loading and unloading of stretcher cases from
an Army HU-l helicopter at the Center's Heliport behind Headquarters Building. Drill, using
dummies, was conducted by pilots from Fort Benning's 498 Medical Company prior to the
launch of Skylab 2.”

And also in this issue, “Smoking Lamp Is Out In Auditorium”. The article states
“Smoking has been halted in the Training Building auditorium. Center Director Kurt H.
Debus has asked John Atkins, KSC safety director, to ban the use of cigarettes, cigars
and pipes from the area, effective immediately. Signs establishing the no smoking rules,
have been put up, and all ash trays have been removed. The ban is effective only in the
auditorium. The remainder of the building is not affected by the regulation.”

From The June 28, 1973, Spaceport News
The headline is “Skylab 2 Crew Splashed to Safe Return”. Part of the article reads
“Right on time and right “on the money”, the astronauts of Skylab 2 splashed down into
the Pacific Ocean just a few scant miles from the recovery ship USS Ticonderoga…”
The following photo is on the first page.
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“SATURN 1B first stage for Skylab 4 was moved from barge to the VAB following its arrival at
KSC last Wednesday.”

On page 3, “Complex 39 Is Named National Historic Site”. In part, the article reads
“Complex 39, including the Vehicle Assembly Building, Launch Pad A, and the
Crawlerway, has been declared a national historic site by the Department of the
Interior… …The Complex, the first NASA site to be so designated, is part of a program
launched by President Nixon for the protection and enhancement of the cultural
environment…”

On page 5, “O'Brian Youth Seminar Brings Students to KSC”. Portions of the article
read “Two hours of fire and brimstone thrilled students assembled at KSC's fire fighting
training range off Static Test Road on June 19. Using waste fuel normally disposed of
at the burning pond, the spaceport's fire department demonstrated astronaut rescue
techniques to members of the Hugh O'Brian Youth Seminar… …Sixty-seven of the
teens were on hand for the seminar...
…Two of the highlights of the visit were the full hour briefing by Dr. Kurt H. Debus,
director of the Kennedy Space Center, and a summation symposium, which featured
person-to-person question and answer sessions with the chief executives of all major
KSC directorates…”
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“A KSC FIREMAN and actor Hugh O'Brian explain how a rescue team could save the
astronauts from a fire on the launch pad by using this "tank". In an emergency, the crew and the
firemen could maneuver quickly over rocks and underbrush while safely enclosed in this steel
hulk.”

Also on page 5, “Viking Parachutes Tested”. Part of the article reads “…A series of
parachute drop tests which will help NASA gather data essential to determine flight
characteristics of the Viking lander parachute deceleration system is underway at KSC.
The parachute test series, designed to check the parachute performance during lander
engine start-up and parachute release, is using Mobile Launcher 3, parked in High Bay
3 of the VAB. …with its hammerhead crane holding and positioning the parachute prior
to drops, offers an ideal testing facility…
…A test group headed by KSC's Hans Rudolph, and including NASA Langley Research
Center and Martin Marietta engineers, is simulating the staging portion of the Viking
landing trajectory.
… In the test series, scale model parachutes loaded to simulate the Viking staging
operation are released and dropped to the base of the Mobile Launcher. … Tests are
being run with parachutes of 5.5 and 11 ft. diameter which are 10 percent and 20
percent scale models of the actual lander parachute. … An umbrella-like device,
opened by radio signal as descent reaches the 220 ft. level of the VAB, is used to
create a turbulent environment simulating that produced by firing of the descent
engines. The open umbrella is nominally released two seconds after opening, dropping
to the deck below as the parachute drifts slowy downward thorugh the turbulence.”
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“UMBRELLA, separated from parachute, falls to Mobile Launcher deck.”

From The July 12, 1973, Spaceport News
The headline is “Count Clock Starts For Next Skylab Launch”. Portions of the article
read “The combined Countdown Demonstration Test and countdown for the launch of
Skylab 3 at 7:08 a.m. EDT, Saturday, July 28, gets underway at Complex 39 Sunday
evening. Loading of hypergols in the space vehicle was completed Monday morning,
and spacecraft ordnance installation was completed later in the day. RP-1 was loaded
in the Saturn 1B first stage Tuesday….”

“SCIENCE PILOT Dr. Owen K. Garriott, Commander Alan L. Bean and Pilot Jack R. Lousma of
Skylab’s second manned mission inspect equipment that will be stowed in the command
module prior to their launch July 28.”
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This photo is on page 3.

“AS PART OF the President's order to cut power consumption at federal installations, half the
hall lights in the KSC Headquarters Building are being turned off. Jim Singer, electrical
technician, removes fluorescent tubes from one of the HQ ceiling fixtures.”

From The August 5, 1973, Spaceport News
The headlines in this issue are “Second Manned Skylab Mission ‘Go’ For July 28th” and
“CDDT Dress Rehearsal Now Included in Actual Count”. Sections of the article read
“The countdown for the launch of Skylab 3-scheduled for 7:11 a.m. EDT, July 28-began
at 11 p.m. Sunday, July 15…
...The countdown includes many of the functions and tests normally accomplished
during the Countdown Demonstration Test and marks the first time in the launch of a
manned Saturn-class vehicle that there is no participation in a dress rehearsal by the
flight crew with the KSC launch team. Elimination of the CDDT dress rehearsal-as suchwas attributed to perfect confidence based on the perfect performance record of the
Saturn 1B/Saturn V launch vehicles…
…"The dry CDDT has always been a crew preference item," said Russell Clickner, Test
Manager at JSC. Citing launch experience and crew confidence, Clickner said the SL-3
crew felt this element of flight preparation was not necessary for the upcoming launch
and elected to forego it…”
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This photo is on page 1.

“WILLIAM C. Schneider, left, Skylab Program Director, gave a go for launch of Skylab 3
following a Flight Readiness Review at KSC, during which he was briefed on preparation for the
launch and the mission. Shown with Scnheider in the foreground are, left to right, Dale Myers,
NASA Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight; Dr. Kurt H. Debus, Director of the
Kennedy Space Center; Dr. Rocco A. Petrone, Director of the Marshall Space Flight Center;
and Walter J. Kapryan, Director of Launch Operations.”
The above photo is in the O&C Mission Briefing Room.

This article is on page 2, “Astronaut Chapel Plans Dropped, Says' Rev. Medaris”. The
article reads “Plans to build a Chapel of the Astronauts next to the Visitors center have
been dropped, according to notification sent to the NASA Administrator by Rev. J. B.
Medaris, the former Army major general who directed the Army Ordnance Missile
Command. Father Medaris advised Dr.James C. Fletcher that he would terminate the
project because of lack of financial support. He had persuaded the Congress to enact
special legislation authorizing NASA to sell land for the structure. Dr. Fletcher
expressed his regret at the outcome and said he would advise the Chairmen of the
House and Senate Space committees.”

From The August 9, 1973, Spaceport News
In this issue, the headlines are “KSC Goes Into Round-the-Clock Rescue Mode” and
“SL-4 Spacecraft Readied For Emergency Use, If Needed”. ”. Part of the article states
“…KSC went to a ‘rescue mode’ on August 2 as the result of a problem which
developed in the Skylab 3 command/service module launched from KSC on July 28 and
now linked with Skylab orbiting 270 miles above the earth. We started our rescue flow
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Thursday night, said Walter J. Kapryan, KSC Director of Launch Operations, and our
preparations are on schedule…
… .Kapryan noted that KSC had a rescue flow plan prepared even before launch of the
first manned mission in May. … .The problem which put KSC on a ‘rescue’ footing is
located in Quadrant D of the Service Module’s reaction control system. Quadrant B
developed a problem on launch day. Both ‘quads’ were isolated while ground
controllers investigated the problem. … .As the flight progressed, mission controllers in
Houston appeared to be gaining confidence that the problems were under control, that
the crew would be able to spend the scheduled 59 days in space and that they would be
able to return safety to Earth…”
A rescue, in fact, was not needed. Check out the following diagram from the article. In
the illustration from the article, the white suited astronauts would be the rescue/ascent
crew and the grey suited astronauts (for illustrative purposes) would be the returning
Skylab crew.

“ABOVE DIAGRAM shows placement of couches in rescue mode.”

Also in this issue, on pages 4 and 5, are a series of photos, under the header “Astronaut
Activities, Preparations Recorded As Second Manned Mission Gets Under Way”. The
following is the lead-in; “From initial preparations to analysis of liftoff reports, the launch
of Astronauts Alan L. Bean, Owen K. Garriott and Jack R. Lousma was well covered by
KSC cameras. Here are representative shots of the work and preparations leading up to
the launch of the second manned Skylab July 28.” A few of the photos follow.
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“JACK R. LOUSMA thanks persons gathered at Patrick Air Force Base to greet him, Astronaut
Owen K. Garriott, Alan L. Bean after the trio flew the T-38 aircraft in background from Johnson
Space Center, Texas.”
Notice crew arrival is at Patrick Air Force Base, as the Shuttle Landing Facility did not exist in
1973.

“ASTRONAUTS Jack R Lousma, Owen K. Garriott and Alan L. Bean relax at the traditional
prelaunch breakfast of steak and eggs served in their crew quarters at KSC.”
The caption for the following photo is “ASTRONAUTS Garriott, Lousma and Bean review flight
plans in their quarters a day before their scheduled launch to America's first orbiting space
station. Assisting are flight crew personnel Elmer Taylor, seated left foreground, and Ray Dell
Osso standing, center.”
Note the face masks; crew quarantine protocol.
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“NASA ADMINISTRATOR Dr. James C. Fletcher, second from right, shows points of interest in
Firing Room 3 in the Launch Control Center to John L. McLucas, Secretary of the Air Force,
center, shortly after the launch of Skylab 3. At left is George M. Low, Deputy NASA
Administrator, with Dale D. Myers, NASA's Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight,
standing next to Mr. Low. George P. Chandler, Assistant Executive Secretary, NASA's Office of
the Administrator, is at right.”

From The August 20, 1973, Spaceport News
On the first page, “Special Twentieth Anniversary Edition; Redstone Launch Blazed The
Trail To Space; First Flight Was August 20, 1953”. A small part of the article read “At
9:37 a.m. August 20, 1953, a slender single-stage missile blasted off from Pad 4 near
the tip of the Cape. It was the initial launch in a long series for Redstone… …Redstone
with modifications became Jupiter A, Jupiter C, Juno 1 and Mercury-Redstone...”
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Several photos are included, a couple of which are below.

“NOTHING EXOTIC here: This 1951 photo shows the blockhouse used for the launch of
Redstone 1.” The blockhouse still stands today!

“REDSTONE enroute to the pad.” The concrete abutments, circled in red, are still there today.
In this photo, LC3, the site of the first launch at the Cape, July 24, 1950, is at the upper left.
Pad 4 (LC4), site of the first Redstone launch, is just beyond the bottom of the photo. The
LC3/4 blockhouse is just out of view, on the right.
This article is on page 3, “KSC Remembers Redstone: A look at Redstone 1 by Those Who
Were There”. The following questions were asked of individuals who were there, on August 20,
1953. “1. What was your job on the day the first Redstone was launched? 2. What is your most
vivid recollection of that day?” Several photos and answers follow.
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From The September 6, 1973, Spaceport News
This photo is on the first page.

“APOLLO COMMAND AND SERVICE modules and docking adapter that will be launched from
the Kennedy Space Center on the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project mission are now on display in the
transfer aisle of the Vehicle Assembly Building. Shown at the Paris Air Show earlier this year as
part of a joint U.S.-USSR exhibit, the configuration is an exact replica of the spacecraft that will
carry astronauts Thomas P. Stafford, Vance D. Brand and Donald K. Slayton into Earth orbit to
dock with a Soyuz spacecraft in mid-I975. NASA Tours patrons view the model during their visit
to the Vehicle Assembly Building as they tour the Spaceport.”
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On page 5.

“CRAWLER TRANSPORTER crew members pose in front of CT 2 at a ceremony
commemorating the vehicle's first 500 miles of successful operation. From the left, back row,
they are: John O. Queen, Victor E. Howe, Charles C. Davis, Walter E. Chadwick, Fred C.
Wallace, and Bennie D. Smith. Front row: Charlie E. Harrington, Dr. H. P. Bruckner, director,
and Fred H. Renaud.”

From The September 20, 1973, Spaceport News
On the first page, "Mariner Venus-Mercury Probe Readied For November Launch”. Part
of the article reads “Preparations are on schedule for the early November launch of
Mariner Venus-Mercury on history's first dual-planet mission. To be designated Mariner
10 after launch, the 1,100-pound spacecraft will be the first to use one planet's
gravitational field (that of Venus) to propel it on to another (Mercury). It will also involve
the first exploration of Mercury, closest planet to the Sun. Atlas-Centaur 34 has been
erected on Complex 36-B and is now undergoing checkout by the ULO launch team…
… The spacecraft's trajectory will carry it to within 3,000 'miles of Venus in February,
1974, and it will make an approach to within 600 miles of Mercury in May. Two
television cameras aboard Mariner 10 will take about 8,000 pictures of the two planets.
From Wikipedia, “Mariner 10 was an American robotic space probe launched
by NASA on 3 November 1973, to fly by the planets Mercury and Venus. It was the first
spacecraft to perform flybys of multiple planets… …Mariner 10 was launched
approximately two years after Mariner 9 and was the last spacecraft in the Mariner
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program. (Mariner 11 and Mariner 12 were allocated to the Voyager program and
redesignated Voyager 1 and Voyager 2.),,,”

“SOLAR PANELS FOLDED in launch configuiation, Mariner-Venus '73 undergoes buildup work
in Hangar AO at Cape Kennedy.”

From The October 4, 1973, Spaceport News
In this issue, the headline is “Space Has Changed Our World”. In part, the article reads
“On October 1, 1973, NASA celebrated its 15th birthday. The agency was established by
the Congress in 1958 on recommendation of President Dwight D. Eisenhower to
explore space “for the benefit of all mankind”… …Kennedy Space Center, the agency’s
major launch base, was carved out of swamps and sandy scrub growth on 140,000
acres of land adjacent to Cape Kennedy. Construction of KSC began in December
1962…” Several commemorative articles are included in the issue.

On page 3, “NASA Invests Almost $4 Billion In KSC Facilities”. A portion of the article
reads “NASA has paid out more than $3,800,000,000 at KSC, or in support of KSC
activities, since the agency was established 15 years ago. The exact figure would be
difficult to compile. For several years following NASA activation, the agency defrayed
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the costs of launch operations performed by The Air Force and Army, or paid a part of
the cost of space-related military projects…”
These photos are on pages 1 and 5, respectively.

“THIS FIFTEENTH ANNIVERSARY edition of the Spaceport News is dedicated to the tireless
efforts of the thousands who have worked to make America’s space program a success.”

“IN EARLY STAGES, the Crawlerway looked like this. Stretching from the VAB to the pads at
Launch Complex 39, the roadbed is 130 feet wide and seven feet deep. In order to support the
weight of the crawler transporter, the Saturn V and its Mobile Launcher, the roadbed was loaded
with hydraulic fill and graded lime rock. It was topped off with an asphalt sealer and eight inches
of river rock to reduce friction.”
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From The October 18, 1973, Spaceport News
On page 1; “Final Skylab Readied; FRT ‘Very Successful’. Preparations remain on
schedule to pick up the combined Countdown Demonstration Test and Countdown in
early November for the launch of Skylab 4 on November 10 or November 11… …The
Flight Readiness Test was successfully completed here on October 11…
…Preparations for placement of the Skylab Rescue Vehicle on Pad B will begin
immediately following the launch of SL-4. The Mobile Launcher will be returned to the
Vehicle Assembly Building the day after launch for refurbishment. The erection of the
Saturn 1B stages is scheduled for mid-November… … The Rescue Vehicle is
scheduled for transfer from the VAB to launch pad in early December for pad integration
and final tests… … The Rescue Vehicle will remain on the pad until the completion of
the Skylab 4 mission…”

From the November 1, 1973, Spaceport News
The headline is; “Skylab’s Last Mission ‘Go’ For November 10”. A portion of the article
reads “…The third manned Skylab mission is scheduled for launch at 11:40 a.m. EST
Saturday, November 10, for a mission of 60 days or more… …the mission will be
planned as a 60-day, open-ended mission with consumables aboard to provide for as
many as 85 days…”
Skylab 4 ended up being an 84 day mission

“READY FOR ITS FLIGHT, the SL-4 launch vehicle is shown atop its pedestal on Pad 39B.
Liftoff of the mission is scheduled for November 10.”
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From The November 21, 1973, Spaceport News
On page 1; “Perfect Launch Opens Final Skylab Flight”. Parts of the article read
“Skylab 4, the last manned visit to the Skylab Orbital Workshop and the last manned
mission until the Apollo Soyuz Test Project scheduled for July, 11975, was successfully
launched from Complex 39's Pad B at 9:01 a.m. EST Friday, November 16…
… But the launch was not without its pre-mission difficulties which tried the mettle of the
KSC launch team. Stress corrosion difficulties in the Saturn 1B booster resulted in
replacement of all eight fins and the addition of strengthening brackets at the fin attach
points…”

“THE CREW OF SKYLAB'S third manned mission, Gerald P. Carr, co.mmander, William R.
Pogue, pilot, and Dr. Edward G. Gibson, SCIence pilot, relax for a short time prior to their liftoff
on the final flight of the Skylab series.”

“TECHNICIANS REMOVE FIRST of eight cracked stabilization fins from first stage of Skylab 4
Saturn IB rocket.”
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Also in the issue, “Speed Limit Dropped To 50 MPH For All Cars”. In part, the article
reads “…Speed limits for all vehicles on both KSC and the Cape have been cut to 50
miles per hour… … The speed limit precedes an anticipated similar cut in state, local
and interstate highway speeds. It is part of the Government's effort to cut energy usage
whenever possible…”
In addition, “…All thermostats in all NASA buildings, in the heating range, are to be
turned back to between 65 and 68 degrees, fahrenheit. Thermostat settings for cooling
are to be set no lower than 78 degrees, fahrenheit…”

From The December 6, 1973, Spaceport News
In this issue, “Reduced Speed Saves Gasoline”. A portion of the article reads
“Reduction of highway speed from 70 to 50 miles per hour resulted in a savings of
approximately 24 percent in gasoline consumption during recent tests conducted by
GSA's Missile Support Division at KSC… …"Not only was a substantial fuel saving of
approximately 24 percent obtained by slowing to 50 miles per hour, but a much lower
tire maintenance cost results from lower speeds," said Lee R. Smith, Acting Director,
Motor Equipment, GSA Missile Support Division…”

“KSC SPEED limit is now 50 miles per hour. Slower speed results in substantial fuel savings.”

Also in this issue, “SL-R Vehicle Moved To Pad”. A part of the article reads “Despite a
six day delay in the launch of Skylab 4 and problems in the Launch Vehicle Flight
Control Computer, the Skylab Rescue Vehicle met its original rollout date Monday,
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December 3. Meeting the original rollout date was accomplished by crews working two
12 hour shifts, seven days a week…
…SL-R will be processed through preparations for hypergolic loading by midnight on
December 20. "At this point… …"SL-R preparations will go into a hold with a capability
of being launched within nine days of resumption of launch processing."…”

“THE SKYLAB RESCUE VEHICLE spacecraft is lowered atop Saturn IB instrument unit. Rollout
of rescue vehicle to Pad B was accomplished December 3. It will be ready for launch, if required
for rescue mission, as early as late December.”

From The December 20, 1973, Spaceport News
On page 3, “Dr. Hans F. Gruene To Retire”. Parts of the article read “One of the early
pioneers in America's space program will hang up his well-worn hard hat next week. Dr.
Hans F. Gruene, Director, Launch Vehicle Operations, will retire from government
service December 27. He has been active in U.S. missile and rocket development since
1945. Since the days of V-2 launches at White Sands, New Mexico, Dr. Gruene's
service has been in close contact with Center Director Dr. Kurt H. Debus…
… Dr. Gruene's first look at the Cape Canaveral area was in 1952 when he and Dr.
Debus drove down from Huntsville to inspect the few launch sites of the Joint Long
Range Proving Ground (now the Air Force Eastern Test Range)…
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… Dr. Gruene has lost track of the number of launches in which he participated, but
estimates it to be "between 200 and 300." His most memorable launch? "Each one was
memorable in a different way. The big ones - our first satellite, our first astronaut in
space, our first manned Moon landing - stand out, of course. But the one I still recall
most vividly is the first V-2 I ever saw fired."…”

“HARD HAT OF Dr. Hans F. Gruene, Director, Launch Vehicle Operations, is hung up for the
last time this week. He will retire next Thursday.”

“AFTER-LIFTOFF SCENE in the firing room shows Center Director Dr. Kurt H. Debus, left; Dr.
Gruene; and Wernher von Braun, former Deputy Associate Administrator of NASA.”
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